Celebrity Style: Bundle Up in
These Ski Lodge Celebrity
Looks
By Marissa Donovan
During the winter months, it’s great to escape to a ski
resort. Whether you are there to snowboard or ski, it’s
crucial to stay warm and look good while doing it! Here are
some fashion tips on how to snag a celebrity styled look on
the slopes this Winter.

Get the celebrity hottest celebrity
ski looks this Winter!
Kate Middleton’s White Jacket: Bundle up in a white jacket
similar to Kate Middleton’s on the slopes this winter. Match
the jacket with black or white ski pants and gloves to
complete this royal look!
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Related Link: 5 Fashion Trends to Make Winter More Bearable
Paris Hilton’s Long Geometric Coat: Make a statement in a bold
geometric coat while staying warm. Get one size larger than
what you normally wear for a coat, so you can have a second
jacket underneath. Layering with the print will really
accentuate the colors on your coat.
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Related Link: Date Idea: Enjoy a Date by the Fireplace
Mariah Carey’s Cherry Red Down Jacket: This down jacket has
the pop of color that your winter wardrobe deserves. Like
Carey, see if you can have extra warmth in your hood by
finding one that has cotton or faux fur.
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Related Link: Top Five Ski Destinations for Celebrity Couples
Hilary Duff’s Cotton Top Hat: This classic winter accessory
can vary on size, depending on how big you want your cotton
top. Choose a brown, white, or black hat so you can
coordinate with any jacket or ski pants!
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Related Link: Top 10 Romantic Winter Getaways
Ashley Tisdale’s Ski Goggles: Protect your eyes in style by

getting ski googles with white and blue hues. Not only will
you avoid snow from blocking your sight, but you will look
fierce as well!
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Which celebrity ski look will you be sporting on the slopes?
Let us know in the comments!

